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	Get to know the newest iMac, including OS X Mountain Lion


	Completely updated to cover the latest iMac, the new edition of this savvy guide is just what you need to get the most out of your cool new computer. Veteran author Guy Hart-Davis reveals all the best tricks and tips, as he shows you how to set up and customize your iMac and get every bit of fun and smarts out of iLife, the Magic Mouse, OS X Mountain Lion, and more. Packed with useful tidbits, full-color screenshots, and great advice, iMac Portable Genius, Fourth Edition is the perfect guide, whether you're switching from an older Mac or migrating from a Windows PC.

	
		Explores the best ways to get the very most out of your new iMac, whether you're switching from an older Mac or migrating from a Windows PC
	
		Highlights all the latest bells and whistles, including OS X Mountain Lion, the new Magic Mouse, iLife applications, and more
	
		Covers troubleshooting and maintaining your iMac and its related hardware and software



	Get the most accessible, useful information possible on your new iMac with iMac Portable Genius, Fourth Edition.
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Evolving Intelligent Systems: Methodology and Applications (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	One of the consequences of the information revolution is the ever-growing amount of

	information we are surrounded with and the need to process this information

	efficiently and extract meaningful knowledge. This phenomenon was termed “digital

	obesity” or “information obesity” by Toshiba Ltd. One...
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Learning Spaces: Interdisciplinary Applied MathematicsSpringer, 2010

	Learning spaces offer a rigorous mathematical foundation for practical systems of educational technology. Learning spaces generalize partially ordered sets and are special cases of knowledge spaces. The various structures are investigated from the standpoints of combinatorial properties and stochastic processes.


	Leaning spaces have...
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Oracle9i Administration and ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002


	With Oracle8 and Oracle8i, Oracle Corporation began a trend in database modernization

	that has culminated in the Oracle9i release. Many consider Oracle9i to actually be

	8.2; I would argue that with the multitude of new features, structures, and capabilities,

	9i qualifies as a new release.





	Oracle’s power...
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3D Automotive Modeling: An Insider's Guide to 3D Car Modeling and Design for Games and FilmFocal Press, 2010

	What a decade of advancements in interactive game technology—to think that only 10 to 15 years ago we

	were pushing the envelope with car models for PC games that could today run glitch-free in many mobile

	phone games. We’re certainly experiencing an exciting era in game development! However, this neverrelenting...
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Interference Calculus: A General Framework for Interference Management and Network Utility OptimizationSpringer, 2012

	This book develops a mathematical framework for modeling and optimizing interference-coupled multiuser systems. At the core of this framework is the concept of general interference functions, which provides a simple means of characterizing interdependencies between users. The entire analysis builds on the two core axioms scale-invariance and...
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Database Programming With C#Apress, 2002

	Non-VB programmers are shown how they can have the same database ease that Visual Basic programmers have: step-by-step coverage of data access in Visual Studio .NET, with example code in C#.


	SERVER-SIDE PROCESSING, which is when you let a server process your queries and the like, is probably a concept you have heard of and...
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